
Twenty Vendors Will be Acquired or Exit the Medical Imaging AI Market in 2023 as
Consolidation Accelerates 
 

Investor funding is increasingly being given to established market leaders leaving those vendors which have so far
failed to gain traction in worsening financial straits. As these vendors run out of money, acquisitions or exits might
become the only viable options.

Consolidation Will also Hit Imaging IT Vendors; In North America, Vendors with Less than
Two Percent Market Share Will Lose Share in 2023

The imaging IT market, particularly in the US, is consolidating. Along with difficult economic conditions, the growing
absorption of independent outpatient imaging sites into larger provider networks will see smaller vendors struggle
and larger vendors flourish.

AI Vendors Will Truly Go Global

Medical Imaging AI vendors have, so far, grown by primarily targeting their domestic markets. This will change in
2023 and market leaders will begin to gain traction, and derive revenues, from international markets.

The Importance of Partnerships between AI Vendors and Imaging IT Vendors Will Increase

Despite the progress medical imaging AI vendors have made in solving the last-mile challenges of deployment and
integration, to be most valuable, AI solutions must be connected to the PACS. We will see an increasing number of
partnerships to facilitate this connection.

A Foundation for Digital Pathology will be Laid in Enterprise Imaging

Enterprise imaging competency is continuing to mature for imaging IT vendors. As it does, vendors will work to
integrate different capabilities into singular IT platforms. In 2023 the focus will be Digital Pathology, with both
partnerships and acquisitions on the cards.

Asian Vendors will Strive to Capture the US Market   
 
Difficult conditions in their home markets mean that Asian vendors will be forced to focus on opportunities abroad.
The US offers these vendors the biggest opportunity, and with it the chance to realise the advantages of scale they
seek.

Vendors will Increasingly Prioritise the Indian Market, Perhaps in Vain

With market growth in China predicted lower than at previous peaks, India appears an attractive target for
international modality vendors. However, while the pieces appear to be in place for lucrative growth, the quirks of
the market will make capitalising on this potential frustrating for some.

Demonstration of Dedicated Clinical Solutions will be a Key Driver of Purchases in 2023

Vendors will make sales helping providers address specific clinical challenges. In 2023 they will do this by
demonstrating their modalities’ potential to address clinical problems and support dedicated patient pathways.

Vendors Will Position Themselves as Experts in Outpatient Imaging

Not to be left behind by the growth of outpatient imaging, modality vendors will look to establish themselves as
operational experts. Vendors will offer tailored solutions and services to best support providers in this growing
space. It will, however, represent a challenge for large vendors more used to selling to acute providers.

Disruptors won’t Disrupt

Multiple new vendors have, in recent years, emerged onto the scene with verve, swagger and a mission to disrupt.
However, many have struggled to gain ground. Broader economic conditions will compound this in 2023, leaving
established vendors and the stability they offer the only sensible option.
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